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Frozen Drink Machine

                      
This unit draws a lot of power.
Use only a short, heavy #12-gauge extension
cord, or no extension cord at all.
Don �t run anything else
from the same electrical outlet.

Operating Instructions
  

1. You must use the drink mixes that we sell.  Anything else can cause the machine to
freeze up. 

2. To prepare the drink mix, blend one part drink mix with four parts water.  The
machine must be started 2 hours before you expect guests in order to allow time
for the mix to freeze. If adding liquor to the drink mix, start  three hours before
serving time. (liquor slows down the chilling).

3. The mix in the machine should not get below ½ full.  If you can see the auger
spinning, it �s too low.  Add more drink mix right away.

4. Mix must be in both sides of the machine before starting.  
5. To start the machine, look for the set of switches on the right side.  For all switches,

 �I � or  �II � means  �On. �  The top-left switch is for power.  The two pairs of switches
below that are for the two sides of the machine: in each pair, the left switch is for the
auger and the right switch is for chilling.  Turn on all four of these switches.

6. The lights switch (top-right) and the timer clock (below) are not in use.
Cleaning instructions
When you �re finished, drain any left-over mix out of the machine.  Flush warm water (no
soap of any kind) through the dispensers.  Flip all switches to their  �O � markings (for
 �Off �) and unplug the machine.

If you have any questions or problems, please call immediately.

  Thank you for renting from Taylor Rental  �  Have a great party!


